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Name:  _key_ 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

ECE x70 Exam No. 3 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade) 

General Remarks  

Back side of this test will not be graded.  Attach more pages if necessary.  Ten double-sided letter-size pages of cheat 

sheets allowed.  Sign and submit your cheat sheet with this exam.  No cell phones or electronics during the exam. 

DL: 18
G
 ERR: __ PTS: __ GRAND TOTAL: __/__   

Question 1A (5p.) – Numerical Complexity – Big O notation 

Dr. Malinowski’s Roomba robot on average maps the shape of the 20x30 foot room in about 110 seconds before 

returning to its dock station.  After moving it to a 40x60 foot room it was determined that it needs about 210 seconds 

to perform the same operation.  What is the most likely the numerical complexity of that mapping process with 

respect to the room linear dimension as N? Docking Roomba takes always about extra 5 seconds and it is included in 

the measured time.  Circle the closest answer: 

2n n5 n4 n3  n2sqrt(n) n2log(n) n2 n*sqrt(n) n*log(n) n sqrt(n) log(n) 1 0    [O(n)] 

Question 1B (5p.) – Numerical Complexity – Time estimation 

For a certain Heap Sort algorithm on average it takes to sort list of 1000 elements about 1ms. If we increase the list 

size 10 times then the sorting takes about 13ms. How long it will take to sort 100 times longer list? 

Assume: sqrt(10)=3.2, sqrt(100)=10, sqrt(1000)=32, log(10)=1, log(100)=2 , log(1000)=3, log(10000)=4.   

Circle the closest answer: 

3200 3000 2300 2000 1600 1000 400 320 300 230 200 160 100 40 32 30 23 20 16 10 [ms] 

200 was ok too, Wrong decimal place -2p, mentioned n*log(n) with wrong ans -3p  

Question 1C (15p.) – Numerical Complexity and STL Library functionality 

Based on your knowledge of the data container implementation of vector<T>  (BadVector), list<T>, stack, and 

RotaryBuffer (from homewokr) circle the closest numerical complexity for the member functions of these containers: 

 

vector<T>::resize(size_t) (1 also accepted in 2014) less   1   n   n2   more 

 

list<T>::resize(size_t) less   1   n   n2   more 

 

vector<T>::end()  less   1   n   n2   more 

 

list<T>::end()  less   1   n   n2   more 

 

list<T>::operator=(const vector<T> &)  less   1   n   n2   more 

 

list<T>::iterator::operator++()  less   1   n   n2   more 

 

list<T>::~vector()   /* destructor */  less   1   n   n2   more 

 

vector<T>::push_front(const T& data)  less   1   n   n2   more 

 

list<T>::push_front(const T& data)  less   1   n   n2   more 

 

list<T>::clear()  less   1   n   n2   more 

1.5p. each answer 
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Problem 2A (20pts.) – Operations on vectors of vectors 

Implement a function that accepts a two dimensional matrix of double variable based on vector<T>, and returns the 

sum of all borderline values except the four corners.  Make it efficient for speed, not just “good enough”! 

Implementations that use nested loops will receive only up to half credit. The examples below illustrate typical and as 

well as some extreme cases. The data entries marked with x need to be added up 

 
 
double function(const vector< vector< double > > & V) 

{ 

    double sum=0.0; 

 

    size_t rmo = V.size()-1;    // note: value valid only if #rows>0 

 

    size_t cmo = V[0].size()-1; // note: value valid if both #rows>0 and #cols>0 

 

    if (V.size()>0) for (size_t c=0; c<cmo; ++c) sum += V[0][c]; 

 

    if (V.size()>1) for (size_t c=0; c<cmo; ++c) sum += V[rmo][c]; 

 

    if (V.size()>0 && V[0].size()>0)  

        for (size_t r=0; r<rmo; ++r) sum += V[r][0]; 

 

    if (V.size()>0 && V[0].size()>1)  

        for (size_t r=0; r<rmo; ++r) sum += V[r][cmo]; 

 

vector<vector<double> > is worth 4p 

each loop that takes care of one row or column is worth 4p 

loops shall be run only if condition size requirement is fulfilled or 2p per loop 

effficiency is observed – something-1 calculated only once and stored or 4p 

algorithm is relevant – no nested loops or 16p 

algorithm is relevant –loops are present or 16p 

 

 

 

 

    return( sum ); 

} 

Problem 2B (5pts.) 

Mark all that is true about the function above? 1p each. 

it is a template  uses template technology  needs #include<container> 

Assume V to be the matrix from the problem above.  How to access the lower right corner element? 1p each. 

double cornerLR = V[ V.size()-1 ] [V[V.size()-1].size()-1 ] 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x

x x x x

x x x x example 3

x x x x

x x x x x x x x x

x x x
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example 1
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Problem 3A (20pts.) – Basic Understanding of STL Data Containers 

Consider the provided code that utilizes stacks and queues of characters that we studied in class and are described in 

the textbook.  Analyze the code and show what it does by showing what is stored in each variable when the code is 

run. Use ‘-’ to indicate that the data container is empty and nothing valid is stored at a time.   

Each step will be graded separately, except if empty containers are used as starting point of the next step. 

Warning: This is not the same code as sample test! 

#include <deque>   #include <stack>   #include <queue>   #include <iostream>   using namespace std; 

 

void main() { 

    deque<char> D;  stack<char> S;  queue<char> Q; 

 

    D.push_back('1'); D.push_front('2'); D.push_front('3'); D.push_back('4'); 

  
    while(! D.empty() ) { S.push(D.back()); Q.push(D.back()); D.pop_back(); } 

 
  

    while(! S.empty() ) { D.push_front(S.top()); S.pop(); } 

  

    while(! Q.empty() ) { D.push_front(Q.front()); S.push(Q.back()); Q.pop(); } 

 
    while(! D.empty() ) { Q.push(D.front()); D.pop_front(); } 

 
  

    while(! S.empty() ) { Q.push(S.top()); S.pop(); } 

 
    while(! Q.empty() ) { cout << ' ' << Q.front(); Q.pop(); } 

} 

Each incorrect sequence for Q, S, or D is penalized 3p based on prior figure 

Problem 3B Quick Questions (5pts.) 

Capacity of a variable of type of array<T> (C++11) can be resized at any time: false   /   true 

Stack discussed in lecture could be replaced with vector and still be efficient: false   /   true 

D 3 2 1 4

front back

S 4 1 2 3

bottom top

Q 4 1 2 3

front back

S 3 3 3 3

bottom top

Q -

front back

D 3 2 1 4 4 1 2 3

front back

S 3 3 3 3

bottom top

Q 3 2 1 4 4 1 2 3

front back

Q 3 2 1 4 4 1 2 3 3 3 3 3

front back
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Problem 4A (20pts.) – … 

Implement the missing portions of a reverse iterator for a simplified vector template class. 

template <typename T> class reverse_Viterator; 

 

template<typename T> class Vector { 

friend class reverse_Viterator<T>; 

protected: 

    T*              arr; 

    size_t          siz; 

    size_t          cap; 

public: 

                    Vector() : siz(0), cap(2)  { arr=new T[cap];   } 

                    ~Vector()                  { delete [] arr;    } 

// ... implementation of other members functions is not important here ... 

// http://personalpages.bradley.edu/~olekmali/courses/bb-eeeds/examples/15_VECTOR_TEMPL_H.CPP.HTML  

public: 

 

    reverse_Viterator<T> rbegin(){ return( reverse_Viterator( &arr[siz-1] )   ); } 

 

 

    reverse_Viterator<T> rend()  { return( reverse_Viterator( &arr[-1] )      ); } 

}; 

 

template<typename T> class reverse_Viterator { 

public: 

    reverse_Viterator() : cur(0) {} 

    reverse_Viterator(T* it) : cur(it) {} 

public: 

    T& operator * () const{ return(*cur); } 

    bool    operator != (const reverse_Viterator &rhs) const 

        { return(cur != rhs.cur); } 

    bool    operator == (const reverse_Viterator &rhs) const 

        { return(cur == rhs.cur); } 

 

    const reverse_Viterator& operator ++ () { _--cur______________; return *this; } 

    reverse_Viterator       operator ++ (int); 

 

    const reverse_Viterator& operator -- () { _++cur______________; return *this; } 

    reverse_Viterator       operator -- (int); 

protected: 

    T* cur; 

}; 

// each blank is worth 5p 

// A very similar problem was given as an exercise so no partial credit is awarded 

int main () { 

    Vector<char> V; reverse_Viterator<char> it; 

    // ... 

    for (it=V.rbegin(); it!=V.rend(); ++it ) *it=0; 

    return(0); 

} 

Problem 4B Quick Questions (5pts.) 

The insert(iterator, const T&) insert a new data item ____________________  the item pointed to be the iterator. 

before    replacing     after 

The insert(iterator, const T&) returns ____________________  . 

Boolean result if insert was successful     iterator pointing to the inserted value 

http://personalpages.bradley.edu/~olekmali/courses/bb-eeeds/examples/15_VECTOR_TEMPL_H.CPP.HTML

